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Abstract. We tackle the notion of self-adaptive systems in an organizational way as complex systems with strong motivated autonomous behavior leading to the emotions. The main applications of such systems are in autonomous robots. We show that we need a new approach to build such systems where we use an adaptive construction grounded on software organizations of agents, using inner loops like the feedback loops of electronic, but in the agent world. The management of the activations loops by the system itself, using the notion of shape of the loops, expresses the concept computable concept of emotion.



1 Introduction The emotions are often weighed up like the behavior of a person dependent on his/her particular situation in environment. Because the emotions have no rational characters, expressing the aptitudes of the individuals, one doesn't take them into account in the development of the traditional data processing systems. One searched for therefore, in the data processing systems, the rational behavior, the planned, controlled and optimized characters, and one didn't interest indeed to systems having characters of real autonomy, acting rather as they want, according to their mood of the moment. But the survey of such systems is of actuality today because the data processing interests to embarked systems where groups of robots and humans must cooperate on situations that can't be previously totally planned. One interest also to distributed interactive systems with property of robustness, having some tendencies similar the emotions. The emotions are the main determinants of the conservation of life in the evolution, and we set up they are the key of the real adapted systems interacting with humans.



About the artificial emotion problem, in first, we have to specify what one understands about emotion in neurobiology. Using these scientific concepts, we then could propose an architecture permitting to build a system whose the fine behavioral characters are similar pleasure or fear of the living creatures. The architecture of such a system will be evidently very particular and won't be like a system controlled since its step of conception. We will set up the hypothesis that the generation and the use of emotions require a particular system, while conforming to the architecture of the living organisms, where the brain is not only a local functional organ. We will adopt a constructivist approach, where the system generating emotions will be constructed above a system producing rational results, but with a very strong coupling the two. We make the hypothesis that an emotion cannot amount to the changing value of a miraculous variable, but will be a specific subsystem indeed, complex in an organizational way. Emotion will be seen as an organizational process and the system generating emotions should adopt a type of functioning using a spatial representation of its functioning in time, with multiple inner loops of process, where loops of activations will be able to own-control and synchronize themselves, to reinforce themselves or to cut down. We use, for expressing such loops, multiagent systems able to deliberately self-observe themselves geometrically in-line, property we develop using the notion of morphology of agent organizations [Cardon 1999], [Campagne 2004]. The model we propose is actually applied to an autonomous robot Aibo provided of sensors and effectors, but it also applies to all data processing systems in which inputs are continuous and where actions must be determined from a representation that the system makes itself of its situation in its environment. Using the actual technology, it is possible to built distributed systems where artificial emotional effects are expressed on the Man Machine Interface of each user, in a personalized feature.



1 - The generation of emotions in neurobiology Nowadays, the generation of emotions is a well-studied problem in neurobiology. It is not merely about psychological knowledge, where we observe some behavioral effects, but we have the knowledge of the internal functioning of the brain in relation with the nervous system driving to emotional states. We will lean on the available results in neurobiology and transpose them to construct a similar system, having the same principles of architecture and functionality, but using multiagent paradigm with the notion of self-reconformantion. In biology, an emotion is a vital function of the central nervous system that triggers to typical states. It is a psychic and physiological behavioral state produced by a neural activity from an inductive, driving to some bodily behavior. Biologists found the "center of the emotions" and can precisely describe the emotional process of the production of pleasure. The center of pleasure in the brain has the following architecture: • The first part of the central nervous system generating emotional behaviors is the hypothalamus. Nervous cells of the hypothalamus control the hormonal
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secretions of the hypophysis and so control the hunger, the thirst, the circulating electrolyte rate… The second component intervening in the emotional process will be limbic system. It is composed of the tegmental ventral area, situated to the basis of the brain, and of the core accumbens, situated deeply under the frontal cortex of amygdalins lobe. Limbic system is connected to the hypothalamus by its median part. It also communicates with the neo-cortex by its lateral part. The center of the emotion is going to communicate therefore with the whole of the brain. The other components of the system are the epencephala and the pituitary gland that generate tendencies respectively toward a goal by the production of dopamine, and that achieve the pleasure by the production of morphine molecules.



Considering more particularly the pleasure, the called "rewards – punishments" system was localized and well clarified by neurobiologists. The steps permitting to have the generation of a pleasure emotion, are: 1. at the beginning the system is in a state of neutral normal functioning, 2. a signal, in the biologic meaning of this term, trigger the process of generation of a specific type of biochemical components, 3. in Epencephala system, at the reception of the components freed by the previous process, an incentive expressed by flux of dopamine hires the system to enter in activation toward an expressed goal, 4. a center of pleasure - displeasure, the pituitary gland, values the success or the failure of the reach of the goal stated by the incentive, generating morphine molecules, and hires the pursuit of the process or makes stop. In any case, the action is a real process that tampers limbic system by memory effects. We propose to transpose these results in the domain of the computable data processing.



2 - General architecture of a self-adaptive system generating emotions The data processing always drives to the construction of a system running in a computer, but the behaviors of systems are varied. One can classified the systems, according to their behavior, in three categories. 2.1 - The reactive systems and the automatic action A reactive system is a system for which each event of the environment is feared like a stimulus that instantaneously puts in action in a way that strictly corresponds to the stimulus characters. There is a causal and sufficient link between outside events and the reactions of the system that are elements of the same nature. Link stimulus - action is a procedural call, a kind of reflex method. The system is constructed and pro-



grammed to answer some restricted class of events by automatic activations of procedures. The central problem for such systems is the control and the efficiency of the action event - corresponding subroutine. This type of system doesn't attach any meaning to its actions and only an anthropomorphic observer's can attach some emotion to its behavior. These systems are, with regard to their construction, very decomposable in clearly identified parts with, for each part, a very precise functional role. 2.2 - The perceptive systems and the selective action In this case, each event coming from the environment is considered as a complex fact. There is symbolization of the event feared, representation in an internal entity composed of many data and using knowledge basis. This entity, that symbolizes some aspects of the things of the environment, is clearly defined and its structure can be complicated. The problem is then to well recognize the whole characters of the event for the precise identification and have a reaction in an appropriate manner. Some recognition characters permit to identify the event and to drag the system reaction suitable and precise. The system distinguishes elements of the environment while symbolizing them by many predefined characters specified by ontology. It is constructed with a mediating module between environment and subsystem of action, but it remains a solver of problems. The central problem is the fusion of data, achieving the loop "event, recognized symbols, structure of such symbols, interpretation, action, event again". These systems are, as for their construction, totally decomposable [Mataric 1995]. The two types of systems, reactive and perceptive, solve the well-stated problems and they are constructed typically for that. Their possible property of training is of type backing, in view to improve their reactive performance, this one tackling the gap between real event and recognized one. But it exists a third type of system, of a very different nature. For these new systems, inspirited of the living ones, it is not anymore the main question to solve well-known problems in formal ways, but rather to experiment possibilities of self-organization of some of their components, expressing problems they formulate for themselves, and treat in their own [Brooks 1991], [Dautenhahn 1997]. Such a system, when it copies the behavior of a living organism, must have the same reason to adopt some behavior that the living organism it simulates. These systems, called the self-adaptive systems, have radical differences with the two previous ones [Cardon 2004]. 2.3 - The self-adaptive systems and the motivated action A self-adaptive system is a system composed of two different strongly linked parts [C.f. Fig 2]: • a substratum part, rational in way, managing the inputs and the reactive effects as well as the logical and rational automatic actions,
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a specific part deliberately representing the current situation of the system in its environment, according to some subjective characters and controlling the substratum part.



Such system is active for itself with the means of its structure indeed. The system part representing the current situation will be constituted of many entities in permanent reorganization action, adapting this internal organization at a time to the actions towards the environment and also to its own organizational state, like in the brain.



Self-adaptive system A self-adaptive system is a system composed of a rational substratum and of a sub-system of representation of the current situation, controlling the substratum and formed of entities having the capacity of adaptive reorganization. This subsystem of representation adapts its organization at a time with the state of the environment, and so with its organizational state, following its own tendencies. Such a system can continuously construct representations of events, according to reasons that will be its own, according to its specific situation in its environment, according to the possibilities of its structure. The notion of representation, the internal object that represents a scene or a thing of the environment, is first. The notion of adaptativity is considered in the strong sense therefore. Determinants of this representation are constituted the first, according to the capacity of the system, according to its organizational memory, under some stimuli, while putting an aim toward something it takes into consideration. The system notices something that it aims. It conceives a situation, elaborates some plans, and after acts. The construction of such a system is not merely decomposable in very precise functional parts, because its active parts can hold roles that evolve during the generation of plans. Its fundamental property is the re-organization of its active parts [Dretske 1988]. A self-adaptive system can evidently degrade its structure in the one of a perceptive system, while tampering its organization and while having an automatic behavior.



The notion of representation in a self-adaptive system An artificial self-adaptive system, before to act, builds a purposeful representation of its environment, according to some own points of view. It acts while using this representation systematically. It set up itself in adequacy with its environment, in the sense that its representations have the tendency to consolidate its



global internal state for adequacy with the evolutionary characters of the environment. Let's note that the three systems we have presented form an architectural hierarchy: A self-adaptive system contains effectively subsystems that are only perceptive, every perceptive system containing some strictly reactive components. This hierarchical character corresponds to the evolution of the living organisms and also corresponds to the evolution of data processing systems towards the artificial life. The part of the self-adaptive system that will produce representations and will use emotions will be composed of two distinct parts [C.f. Fig. 1], as the brain in the body: a substrate sub-system and a specific component that represents the situation and emotions at a time. These two parts are: • a reactive sub-system, the substrate that will seize information coming from the environment and will execute standards actions. It will regroup the Man Machine Interface (MMI), sensors and effectors, bases of knowledge and functional modules. • a sub-system for the global control. This second sub-system has two parts: • a sub-system generating the current representation of the situation, that will be charged to build an effective representation of the environment and to construct the current plan of action, using composition of local plans. • an emotion generator sub-system, strongly coupled to the previous one that will explicitly express the fundamental emotional tendencies, while tampering the production of the representation system, altering the plan of action of the system in a subjective way.
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Figure 1. Self-adaptive system and the link between representational component and the one reifying emotions Let's note that the self-adaptive systems we consider are open in the environment and are very interactive. They accept continuous inputs and achieve output actions in efficient way. We will keep terminology "sensors, effectors" to specify inputs and outputs of the system, like in the robotic application.



2.4 - Emotional tendencies and adaptativity The representational component of self-adaptive systems manages continuous structural modifications, driven by its tendencies that one must consider as unavoidable. These systems must solve adequate reaction problems indeed, but while systematically taking account the satisfaction of their tendencies.



Emotional tendencies The self-adaptive systems are conceived so that they must satisfy the imperative tendencies that drive their behavior in a decisive manner. These tendencies are in various numbers and are contradictory. They will be called the emotional tendencies. They are the global light driving the modifications of the organization of the system of representation to give a subjective tendency. The emotional tendencies, for the natural organisms, are emotions that advise them to survive, to feed, to reproduce, to maintain themselves in satisfactory situation in their environment... That is these reasons that drive their behaviors, first while generating some appreciable representations of their world and also allowing to act for reasons on their environment. And with the necessity to behave and to act imposed by these emotional tendencies, they are brought to solve some varied problems with efficiently. But the resolution of problems is therefore, for these systems, a mean and not a goal. One set up that the emotional tendencies present in the self-adaptive system must be numerous and must permit opposition and choice always. In the case where the system would have only one tendency or that all of these would be strongly in agreement and constituting, for example, a hierarchy with a permanent dominant need, the system would amount to a reactive one, without tendencies. So, the system will be complex.



Self-adaptive system and emotional tendencies A self-adaptive system is a system where the reason to function is driven by the satisfaction of emotional tendency, modifying strongly its representation of the environment. To satisfy these tendencies, the system must adapt its sub-system of representation of the situation and so modify its behavior. The structure of its representation system will be, for that reason, very plastic. The system will modify its representations while maintaining them in a domain compliant to its emotional tendencies.



This type of adaptativity sound in an organizational way therefore, while specifying that the structure of the system of representation is fundamental to constantly drive the action. This sub-system re-organizes itself so that the global system stands in structural concordance situation with solicitations of the environment, while following pressures of its emotional tendencies. The fundamental emotional tendencies, to be able to finely modify the current plan of action of the system, will express themselves as the characters of some organizations of software agents constituting the system of representation. Indeed, a software agent has two characters, active and cognitive; it represents knowledge and action, and is neither a particle, nor variable or process only. The fundamental emotional tendencies will be the global characters driving reorganizations of agent's organizations. It is a strong organizational hypothesis, since we will represent tendencies by types of shapes expressing the movement of agent organizations [Cardon 2004]. It is the geometric hypothesis about emotional tendency expression in large software agent organizations.



The fundamental geometrical hypothesis The geometrical hypothesis, with regard to the fundamental emotional tendency expression, consists to set up that the tendencies can be represented by some kinds of movements of geometric shapes in some dynamic space where speed up the organizations of software agents.



3 – The multiagent approach of a system with an emotional behavior The architecture of a system generating emotions is radically different of an input output one stepping levels of computation according to some predefined steps. We have to define specific inner-control of a system producing fuzzy states as the emotional ones, composed of proactive entities (entities that run for themselves), generating inner cycles of activities with specific rhythms, according to the real process of emotions in the brain and corresponding to different types of effective actions or movements. This architecture will essentially be founded on aggregation and breaking of software agents groups rather than formal neuron systems.



Expressing of an agent group Because they are proactive, organization of software agents can represent systems in a totally organizational way, where the form of the activities and the links between agents directly lead to an effective activity of the system, in a continuously adaptive reaction. 3.1 – Basic computable component producing the emotion: the computable oscillator The biologic presentation of the emotional activity describes the existence of neuron domains speeding up in loops, acting each other's for the propagation of flux of activations. We have to describe a system where the activity form is made of emergent feedback loops, positive, negative and additive. We precise the basic architectural element of the system with the following component, the computable oscillator:



Computable oscillator A computable oscillator is a software organization of agents whose activation forms quickly and by its own functioning many cycles of activity having specific intensity and speed. This notion spreads into the computable the one of systemic feedback loop. Such an oscillator is an organization of software agents that coordinates them, modifies the link of theirs activities, synchronizes some of them. The oscillator is formed by emergence of a self-kept structure distinct of the other agents of the organization. Such a group must emerge then to control itself, to pass from a uniform state to another where a looped process transforms a group into an oscillator. Mathematically, it is about an emergent sub-graph in the strongly coupled activation of an agent organization. Such an emergent oscillator leads to the adaptive activity the outputs of the system and must control other attempts of emergent loops. The running system will be formed of a structured set of such elementary oscillators, permitting a global and local backing and the inhibition and the stop of the process. There is no central controller in the system but self-control distributed into the emerging components and their synchronization using negotiations. The system will function by self-control and self-regulation of its oscillators, with local limits cycles and a general faculty more or less conservative. 3.2 - Typical element of the architecture: the adaptive component One considers a system with a sub-system composed of interfaces and material components, and with a specific part generating representations and emotions, the two being very strongly linked. The generating system is composed, at the minimal level,



of a set of agent organizations called the aspectual agents, able to easily produce by emergence groups of some computable oscillators. This architecture is typically evolutionary. From the inputs of the system, regrouped into classes according to data (the sensors for a robot), the system should produce lot of loops during its activation. There is not initial state driving automatically to a specific state of reaction, but unceasing transformations driving to progressive actions. The very basic element of conception of the system is the aspectual agent [Cardon - Lesage 1998]. It is a software agent, typically proactive, whose role is at a time factual and symbolic. These agents serve to form some subsystems similar to those of the limbic one into the human brain. An oscillator is a group of synchronized agents that emerges and exert some power on its context. For the emergent and the control of this oscillator, we represent the behavior of every agent group by a mechanism of self-observation founded on the geometric shape of the agents' activities. We are going to associate to the notion of behavior of all agent groups the one of geometric shape. We hear shape into the classic geometric sense of the term, like hyper-graphs. Let's notice that agents being some rational entities, it is possible to associate them a precise notion of state characterized by values of specific vector.



Geometric state of an aspectual agent The state of an aspectual agent is the meaningful characters that permit to describe its current situation at a time and to predict its future behavior. This will be a specific vector. It is clear that one will always bring back each of these characters to an element of R. So, an agent's state will be a point of Rm if there are m characters defining the behavioral agent's state [Cardon 1999, 2004].



Map of activity of an aspectual organization of agents [Lesage 2000] A map of activity of an organization of agents is a temporal representation of the geometrical set of the significant characters of the agent behaviors. This is a dynamic geometrical object. To use the notion of shape, that is to represent a map of agent activity by geometric forms, it will be necessary to first represent each agent by a vector of activity. The map of activity of an organization of agents will be then a set of points in the Rm corresponding space, according to the m typical characters of each agent's behavior. The constitution of such a map is possible because agents are only rational entities. Their typical characters are expressed from their structure according to their actions only.



Using a classic mathematical transformation, we express the form of the agents activities as a graph, where each node is a group of similar vectors of agents and each link is the valuation of the qualified communications between groups of agents [C.f. Fig. 2]. Aspectual organization
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Figure2. The morphology expressing the aspectual agents organization To represent the behavior of a self-adaptive component organization with its geometric aspects, one must define a specific dynamic space, the morphological space [Cardon 1999]. The so-called agents of morphology, distinguishing groups and extracting forms will achieve the assessment of the active shape of agent groups [C.f. Fig 3]. Finally, another organization of agents, after the aspectual and the one of morphology, is going to take in consideration the state of the aspectual organization to achieve an analysis of the aspectual agents behavior. It is about representing the sense of the activation of the aspectual agent organization with its geometrical characters and produced by the agents of morphology. The agents of analysis are going to provide a cognitive view of that has been expressed by the geometric and semantics information coming from the morphology agents, above the aspectual agent landscape, an interpretation of graphs indeed [C.f. Fig. 3].



Rational functioning of the system The system, reduced to the aspectual agents doing the foreseen rational tasks, with the agents of morphology expressing the shape of the aspectual activation and with the agents of analysis achieving the synthesis of the aspectual agents functioning to plan the reactions, will be qualified of rational functioning, that to be-to-say under inner-control but without any emotion indeed.
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Figure 3. The three rational organizations of a self-adaptive component We can precise the notion of self-controlled representation with a specific coarse grain component: the adaptive component [C.f. Fig. 3]. This notion is going to permit to exceed the strictly rational behavior of the system and to define the emotions.



Self-adaptive component A self-adaptive component is an aspectual agent group linked with a morphological representation and an analysis agent group allowing to describe and to interpret its own specific activity, while controlling it in order to make emerge a computable oscillator. Such a component is emergent and does not exist at the conception level therefore. A linked set of self-adaptive components could express, by its functioning and in a very dynamic way, the emotional states. 3.3 - Basic organization of self-adaptive components: the aspectual agents According to the inputs of the system (robot sensors and effectors for example), the agent organizations generating behavioral decisions and emotions will be composed of self-adaptive components, every one being an organization of aspectual agents centered on a symbolic and geometric role bound to a morphological characterization and provoking an organizational answer taking into account the information coming from its context. The behavior of this set of components will be appreciated in two ways: • the action of agents on the output of the system (flux, intensity…), what will leads to an emotive effect. • the shape of the organization, witch will produce an observation of emotion like a mental photography. We base the architecture of the system on a representation of situations theory, where the reactions of the system necessarily pass by the continuous erecting of an



adapted representation, the current one, that is a computable construct about the sense of the action of numerous groups of agents. We now specify the different categories of aspectual agents. The self-adaptive components are constructed using light software agents. One kind of aspectual agents is bound to the outputs of the system (for example the embodiment parts of the robot). While preserving the robotic terminology, these agents are of two types: • the sensor aspectual agents, SAA: they interpret the information coming from the environment, • the effectors aspectual agents, EAA: they propose an effective action of the output parts. Their structure is the one of a classical light agent [Krogh 1995], [Campagne 2004].



The SAA, the sensors aspectual agents They are aspectual agents that achieve an automatic interpretation "cognitive and variable in amplitude" of this one, for each new information coming from the environment in the input buffers. The knowledge module of these agents achieves the interpretation. These two modules, module of knowledge and the behavioral one, are composed of rules that are, for example, the followings: • if value of such information increases with such contextual characters then to position the meaningful variables to such values and to get in such state…



The EAA, aspectual effectors The EAA operate on the environment of the system by efficient actions (on the MMI or with the body of the robot). These agents are solicited by the aspectual and analysis ones and propose actions. For achieved these actions, the EAA must coordinate them in a social way (prey - predatory principle). Rules of action of the EAA are multilevel and are, for example, the followings: • if the state of several solicited aspectual agents is of such category, then to make the proposition of such immediate action (with a notion of hierarchy and priority)… • if the proposition of action is reinforced by some agents of analysis, then to act of such manner… • if an alarm is triggered then to propose to hire such action with such priority and such speed of realization then… These aspectual agents must define very local plans: that is the numeric synthesis of their past actions, proposed current action, possible values of future actions. Let's notice that this notion of plan is strictly local and only defined by the values of characteristic variables, permitting to memorize the details of the local actions.



3.4 – The structuring agents and the sets of oscillators The aspectual agents linked to sensors and effectors are evidently not sufficient to represent any emotion. An emotion is an internal phenomenon, in a brain or in a system. It is a particular movement of some self-adaptive components whose the general shape (the morphology) will be typical of a developed process of emotion. These selfadaptive components will be made of aspectual agents and their in-line appreciation will be a kind of game with their geometric shapes. By game, we hear that the organization of agents necessarily fears its own activity, prolongs or interrupts it. So, we are going to consider another organization of aspectual agents, numerically and qualitatively the most important therefore, the structuring agents. They are particular aspectual agents without any communication with the system inputs or outputs, forming some evolutionary groups and finally operating on the EAA and SAA agents to hire a type of inner behavior that they will express in own, by their activities. Then, these inner agents are going to define very abstract functional groups, to permit the emergence of some agent's sets, active or recessive according to certain organizational characters, to put into relations some groups rather than others, to organize the activity of the aspectual SAA and EAA. They plan their functioning by the following characters: • existence and maintains of cycles in the organization of structuring agents, • existences and maintains of typical parts (in the geometrical sense) activated after some another one, • existence of junction points in the graph of activities of the structuring agents, • existence of partial order relations…. The structuring agents will form, erecting self-adaptive components, an active organization whose functioning will be worth for the production of an emotion. They don't have any direct relation with sensors and environment and in this way, they can only represent some "strictly abstract" conceptual shapes, like into the brain. They are going to represent events having a relation with the reality observed by the SAA, but in a geometric meaning (the sets of activated agents whose the expressed shape is typical). They have to produce some typical shapes by their activity and have to follow information of morphology agents by reinforcement and production of more typical activity shapes. They have to produce some conceptual activities, because their roles will have the characters of concepts being worth for correspondent characters of the reality. Mainly, they have to make emergence of sets of computable oscillators. Their activities will be continuously representative of the external phenomena given from the numeric information manipulated in the aspectual SAA and EAA. The functioning in the system is therefore the following: • initially systematic activation of some aspectual agents SAA, EAA, • systematic activation of structuring agents, • morphological description and analysis of the aspectual, detection of loops for self-adaptive component emergence, creation of chains of self-adaptive components,
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backing and typical categorization of activities of the structuring agents forming self-adaptive components (choice in the system), emergence of a global typical form of activity, link form to form between an internal situation of agent's activity and the external phenomenon expressed (the emotional behavioral reaction) and maintain of this correspondence when activities evolve.



This correspondence form to form means that the external situation (the phenomenon) is expressed (discerned and represented) by some internal structuring organization functioning with a typical geometrical aspect [C.f. Fig 6]. System of Representation
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Figure 4. The five different organizations of agents of the representation system The structuring agents are going to concretely define, by the fact that they speed up in a coordinated way, specific activities corresponding to features of a general internal representation, a geometric sentence pushed on some characters of the current external reality. Thus, a surprise (an emotion of surprise) will see to speed up with strong vivacity some very active chains of loops of aspectual agents with spatiality role, if the phenomenon creating this effect of surprise is into the spatial domain of perception. Structuring agents have therefore specific roles to express specific categories relative to the different aspects of the phenomena in the environment. Structuring agents represent categories that refer to: • the space and its different possible description modes (the permanent and regular shapes)… • the time and its modes (the notion of time that is passing out)… • the designation of a well-identified thing (the detachment of something from a whole of shapes)… • the situation of an object (the appreciation, the utility, the worry…)… • the possibility to manage the organization itself (the component elements of the proto-self)… All these general and abstract characters should be declined into different groups of structuring agents that are active according to some cases and where the characters of



the groups are variable. This process will be activated according to information provided by the sensor aspectual agents SAA, or from the morphology.



4 - Functioning of the system: the motivated pleasure The emotional system is built upon the rational system composed in the same way of the aspectual, morphological and analysis agents, but while permitting to decide the action to undertake, and to appreciate this action in a qualitative way from a precise incentive. 4.1 - Emotion We are going to define the architecture of a specific organization of structuring agents managing the production of emotions like pleasure. Artificial emotion An artificial emotion will be essentially the rhythm of some self-adaptive components functioning in emerging way in the structuring agent organization, functioning by synchronized loops whereas the system undertakes some external typical action. In this way, the system adopts a specific in and out behavior. To hire an emotional process, that is a particular action of the agent organizations and typical movements of the body, it is necessary to leave from a state that is clearly a neutral one. We will call "low state" the state without emotive action or achieving an automatic one. In this state, some specific aspectual and analysis rational organizations are operational.



Low state It is the state where the system is inactive or achieved a preprogrammed automatic reactive action. In the low state, the input of information won't trigger anything of emotional and will amount the more a reflex action. We have to give the autonomy to organizations of structuring agents, into the sense of a general functioning with inner loops. The system must adjust itself to consolidate a while its structure: some organizations of agents are in progress and will supplant some others according to a rhythm, launching some external actions according to a specific fashion. Others organizations will work then in background, without orders sent to the EAA, but they will possibly be later in an emergent state (phenomenon of domination). The adequacy between the external stream of information and the complex activation of structuring agent's organizations will allow the emergence of some self-adaptive components.



4.2 – The characters of the incentive: from the signal to the incentive We put the hypothesis that each sensor that is not a strict alarm sensor is, in some way, the corresponding of an artificial sense in the system. So we have: • sensors of vision, sensors of temperature, sensor to touch or follow-up the movements… The system fears its environment by different means that we call its "senses". To each sense will be associated, whatever it is, a state of activity: • active or no active sense (with notion of intensity if the sense is active), • active sense in an admissible way (toward the pleasure) or anomalous (toward the pain). These sensory characters of the system can be easily represented into the typical structuring agents bound to some effectors agent's, the EAA indeed. From some signal considered like a starting shape putting in effect the inputs of the system, there is generation of an incentive, that is a general tendency to the action toward some goal, when a schema of plan of action is defined into the analysis agents (global plan with local indicators of sub-plans on different structuring agents), when the system can maintain this plan some time without tampering it too much and especially while valuing it. The incentive is therefore a meaningful modifying activation of the current low state with effect in the different organizations of agents hiring to lead the system that is the bodily part and the system of representation, toward a typical behavioral activity aiming some goal. This activity can be "to seize a pen for touching it", "to drag quickly on the right of the window"… There is an engagement of an effective output activity and engagement to its organizational transposition. This signal is going to release: • according to the state of the system, • according to the characters discerned of the environment, • in an irrepressible manner, but no randomly. The signal would be generated by a specific organization of agents having no direct contact with the aspectual agents, but while taking account of the morphologies. In all the cases, the signal will be transmitted to structuring and analysis agents to hire the system in its whole toward a goal. We will represent the set up of this signal while using the fundamental organic tendency paradigm, like an emergence in a specific agent organization, taking only its information from the morphology agents [C.f. Fig. 6]. The origin of the signal is for us a virtual one.



Once this signal is activated, the system has to generate a global typical behavior. The signal is sent therefore on the organization of analysis, activating a pattern of requisite typical behavior. This pattern of behavior, in fact a plan (flight, approach, seizure, restraint, gesture of a member…) is managed by the agents of analysis (that is in context according to the current possibilities of the system) while taking information on the aspectual agents. That pattern leads to the generation of a new specific



behavior taking into account the represented situation. This plan is initially very few precise, but it becomes clearer with its progression, precisely: 1. the contexts of the past of the organism and histories referring to this case, 2. the immediate undertaken action, 3. the evolved possibilities if the plan either succeeds or fails. This global plan of action is transmitted to structuring agents and then generates a lot of specific plans (all the local parts) for the effectors agents. This generation is negotiated quickly between them and corresponds to a summary behavioral scheduling. There are therefore behavioral goals definite in a global manner, with indications driving the local injunctions (aspectual agents linked to effectors). One will say that there is setting up of an incentive: a goal declining into operational sub-goals in a particular aspectual agents activity. This incentive will be expressed in the specific incentive agent organization and will be a specific form in the morphology [C.f. Fig 5].



The artificial incentive The artificial incentive is a global tendency expressed by a specific agent organization: the agents of incentive from the observation of some characters in the aspectual morphology. This tendency leads to a constraint on the aspectual, leads to a general planning of the action distributed into different groups of structuring agents. This planning brings about some specific plans with strong coefficient of intensity into all the aspectual agents. The incentive is represented by a form in the morphology, which is the so-called wanted form. Agents that generate the incentive, that causes it, are agents of incentive, linked to morphology and structuring agents. These agents speed up from a particular recognition sign in the current morphological organization of the aspectual agents. In return, they force some self-adaptive components to drag the system to a type of functioning while first soliciting analysis agents. They create a wanted form in the morphology the organizations have to reach. This organization of incentive agents is always active, with more or less of intensity. It constantly observes the state of the morphology of the aspectual agents. It gives out, at the good time, a specific signal launching the process "incentive - satisfaction – pleasure".



General algorithm Continuous activation of incentive agents



Morphological survey of the aspectual agents Emergence of an incentive signal into the organization of incentive agents and of a form into the aspectual morphology Activation of the analysis organization from this signal and the form, and generation of a behavioral pattern into the analysis agents Development of the incentive Generation of a typical behavior (form, goals and sub-goals) Injunction of activation to structuring agents Corresponding activation of the aspectual agents It remains to define how the system is continuously maintaining the incentive in the time, notably defining a "center of the artificial pleasure". That is the realization of the emotion. 4.3 - From the incentive to the satisfaction: the artificial pleasure center From a signal produced by the organization of the incentive agents, the system generates an incentive altering the analysis agent organization. That hires the system toward some typical behavior. We have now to define a control system for a very flexible behavior in while, permitting to adapt this behavior to maintain a general state procuring the artificial pleasure. It is not therefore to only reaching a fixed goal in optimal time, but to develop a state in the time, in an organizational way, as an artificial pleasure. Such a state will be, in the system, a self-controlled organizational one, that is some synchronized agent organizations functioning with loops and permitting them to maintain the system in the line of the committed action.



Commitment toward the satisfaction: the pleasure From a signal generated by the incentive agent organization and indicating an opportunity, the system speeds up to reach the satisfaction: it follows a type of inner behavior, with a goal fixed by itself, and modify its rhythm of functioning, if the goal seems to become closer or not leave. It maintains for a while a behavioral internal typical state: the pleasure state. The artificial pleasure will be the state of activity with self-kept functioning for the system, where the system is under the control of a specific agent organization, the agents of satisfaction [C.f. Fig. 5].



Artificial pleasure and agents of satisfaction A process of artificial pleasure generation is a global in while particular state where the activity of agent's organizations are under the control of the satisfaction organization. This organization leads all the aspectual agents to function with looped process with specific periods. A group of aspectual agents linked to sensors and that expresses senses is controlled by the satisfaction agents to the detriment of the others. An agent of satisfaction is an element that has the following characters: • It has a classic structure. • It takes its information therefore in the organization of incentive and analysis agents. Each agent is activated with a specific category of signal and it makes choice of an organ category it must commit to activation. So, it acts to launch the behavior of some organ having the role of sense generator, or group of organs. • Its goal is to control the agents of analysis, and then the system in whole, while tampering their plans. • It has a specific temporal objective that is to maintain the state of the system for a while. • It is social in this sense that the coalition of satisfaction agents permits a coherent and fine control of all the bodily part of the system (otherwise, this control would be without coherence). Pleasure is about therefore the characterization of the temporal activity development of a plan with assessment of two possible futures: a pleasant and the unpleasant one. Let's note that the time is here forced by the reality of the functioning of the system, the reality of the inputs, that this time is restrains by the physical behavior of the system. When the satisfaction organization takes the control of the system, there is a strong link between the fourth agents organizations: aspectual, morphological, analysis, and the organization of satisfaction [C.f. Fig 5]. Agents of analysis and morphology are going to inform the organization of satisfaction of the progression of the imposed action, if that action is according to a typical shape of the morphology. This one is going to maintain it for a while, and then repositions itself, indicating that the quality of the satisfaction has changed. Satisfaction agents are going to systematically send messages to agents of analysis, indicating them the evolution of the satisfaction state and level that is altering the rhythm of the loops.



5 - The artificial emotions The principle of generation of an emotion is therefore the next one. The input sensors, via agents of interface, make to speed up structuring agents that make speed up the corresponding morphology agents. The incentive organization generates a specific form in the morphology that is to reach: the incentive morphology. The current morphology describing the aspectual activity has to transform itself into the incentive morphology. For that, the aspectual agents have to make some specific activity. The analysis agents control them in that way. The characters of the incentive and of the current morphologies are the determinants for the emotion. If the current morphology has a complicated shape, far away from the incentive morphology, the system expresses a state of tension that it is going to try to systematically reduce. This tendency to the reduction corresponds precisely to the discharge of energy that evoked S. Freud in the antagonistic action of impulses toward states of quietude [Freud 1966].



Current morphology



Morphology of incentive



Phenomena Inputs expressed by aspectual agentss General morphologie Figure 5. The computable process of pleasure The pleasure is the case where the current morphology reaches slowly but steadily the incentive one [C.f. Fig 7 right]. After the activity of the interface agents, the aspectual agent organization generates some global activity, a global process geometrically represented by the organization of morphology [C.f. Fig. 5, left]. The incentive morphology generates a singular pick that activated some corresponding aspectual agents. The current descriptive morphology of the aspectual agents, considered by projection in R2, leads to the constitution of a lot of successive picks, from progressive features, and this shape converges toward the pick of the incentive morphology. In its looped functioning, agents of analysis are going to reduce the morphology to only one prominent shape. There will be reduction of tension and sensation of pleas-



ure, as describes it S. Freud. The right figure 5 exhibits a map of the aspectual activity graph developed in OCAML language [Campagne 2004].



6 - Conclusion The emergence of emotions in an data processing system, or in a robot, has been presented as the stabilization in a while of activities in a complex multiagent system, in an organizational and constructivist way. This emergence, represented by functioning with periodic loops of activities, is the global state of a set of agent organizations. To achieve this type of functioning, some agents, the agents of morphology, represent behaviors of aspectual agents that themselves represents the minimal elements of significance. The fact that the activity of a system is endowed of emotions founds finally on a strong coupling process between the computations that organize it and the representation of computations that permits the own-control of group of agents. The importance of such a process of coupling, binding the parts to the whole, binding groups of agents to their significance represented by agents of morphology, is strong. It is the fundamental principle of the functioning of systems that we called self-adaptive, and are to day the alone able to self-control complex systems. It generalizes the notion of feedback and systemic loop and go to the realizations of autonomous system essentially producing states by emergence. A system generating emotions while using a bodily substratum, while proceeding to an organizational emergence thus has, according to us, a complex structure at the level of organization. But this organization can also produce a representation of itself, of its own morphology leading to the notion of "its own body". System can use this morphology as an engagement to act since at a time. Using geometric and cognitive aspects, that is the sign of the organizational semiotics summarizing at the same time the process of reorganization and its result. And the result of this constructive selfobservation can be delivered by the system to all the observers. In this sense, such a system can express itself rather than only display values merely. The difference then, brings in such a system that expresses itself subjectively according to its intentions and another one that would proceed to displays complicated information very well adapted for sound the user, is large and makes a kind of rupture in the field, very vast, of the present computer science.
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